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The road to reform
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“The proposed changes to Lexington’s Police and Fire Pension in this 
presentation put the fund on solid ground for the first time in a generation. 
These common-sense reforms represent shared sacrifice, with the city as 
well as active, retired and new public safety workers all contributing to 
create a sustainable plan that provides dignified retirements for the long- 
term.”

- Captain Chris Bartley, IAFF President Local 526
- Detective Larry Kinnard, pension board member
- Detective Rob Sarrantonio, Vice President of FOP
- Captain Drew Short, pension board member, IAFF 526 Second-Shift 

Representative
- Detective Mike Sweeney, FOP President
- Mayor Jim Gray 

Consensus
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Mayor Jim Gray and staff
Council Members
Pension Task Force: Tim Kelly, Gene Vance and others
Commerce Lexington / Lexington Industrial Foundation
Mike Sweeney, Rob Sarrantonio, Larry Kinnard
Chris Bartley, Drew Short
PFM’s Vijay Kapoor
Rep. Ruth Ann Palumbo, the state legislature and the 

Governor
Dozens of others

Team effort
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Mayor Jim Gray, Jamie Emmons, Scott Shapiro, Tim Kelly, Gene Vance, Captain Chris Bartley, 
Detective Rob Sarrantonio, Detective Mike Sweeney, Detective Larry Kinnard, Captain Drew Short, 
Commissioner Clay Mason, Chief Ronnie Bastin, Chief Keith Jackson, Representative Ruth Ann 
Palumbo, Susan Straub, Maureen Watson, Hilary Angelucci, Jane Driskell, Chad Hancock, Ryan 
Barrow, Bill O’Mara, Janet Graham, Ed Gardner, Todd Slatin, Lillian Bland, VM Linda Gorton, Doug 
Martin, CM Julian Beard, CM Kevin Stinnett, Jay McChord, KC Crosbie, CM Chuck Ellinger, CM Steve 
Kay, CM Chris Ford, CM Diane Lawless, CM Bill Farmer, CM George Myers, CM Peggy Henson, CM 
Ed Lane, CM Harry Clarke, CM Jennifer Scutchfield, CM Jennifer Mossotti, CM Shevawn Akers, Tom 
Blues, Jonathan Hollinger, Vijay Kapoor, Mike Nadol, Yuri Nisenzon, Adam Reese, Jacqueline Dunn, 
Todd Green, Tom Cavanaugh, Battalion Chief Christofer Sweat, Battalion Chief Mark Blankenship, 
Assistant Chief Harold Hoskins, Assistant Chief Robert Stack, Assistant Chief Ron Compton, Assistant 
Chief Dwayne Holman, Assistant Chief Mark Barnard, Commander Kelli Edwards, Commander  
Lawrence Weathers, Commander Ken Armstrong, Commander Douglas Pape, Commander Melissa 
Sedlaczek, Commander Gregg Jones, Commander John Gensheimer, Commander Shawn Coleman, 
Commander Thomas Curtsinger, Commander Michael Blanton, Lieutenant Brian Maynard, Bill Lear, 
Luther Deaton, Darby Turner, Danny Murphy, Bob Quick, Geoff Reed, Susan Combs, Bill Thielen, 
Merl Hackbart, Greg Dixon, Anthany Beatty, Harry Richart, Mary Fister, Susan Westrom, John Cubine, 
J.D. Chaney, David Draine, John Maxwell, Phyllis Cooper, Senator Kathy Stein, Representative Kelly 
Flood, Representative Sannie Overly, Senator Damon Thayer, Representative Rocky Adkins, 
Representative Julian Carroll, Senator Joe Bowen, Representative Brent Yonts, Representative 
Robert Benvenuti III, Representative Jesse Crenshaw, Representative Ryan Quarles, Senator RJ 
Palmer, Representative Carl Rollins, Representative Bob Damron, Representative Tom Buford,  
Senator Alice Forgy Kerr, Senator Robert Stivers, Senator Paul Hornback, Speaker Greg Stumbo, 
Elizabeth Osterman, Mary Williams Walsh, Tommy Puckett, Rock Vance, Jonathan Bastian, Judy 
Taylor, Kevin Atkins, Brad Gross, Ben Healy, Dr. Bill Smith.

Really a team effort
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But, pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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PFRF spiraling out of control

Lexington’s fiscal trajectory

Lexington’s fiscal trajectory

• Annual required contribution to police and fire pension 
quadrupled from 2000 to 2012, from $7M to $29M

• $18M hole in budget
• Hitting bonding ceiling
• Underfunding core items like Social Services

• $900M in infrastructure  needs
• Little room for investment
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Pension Costs (PFRF + CERS)

2000 2012
7% of General Fund 22% of General Fund
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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25 years of service


 

50 year minimum age to draw pension


 

12% contribution rate


 

50% annuity for disability with current scale for 
catastrophic injuries



 

Ghost time for military service only, up to four years


 

2.25% benefit factor

Cont’d…

Pension Changes: New Hires
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Cost of Living Adjustments



 

If the fund exceeds 85% funding level, the COLA rate of 
between 0% and 3% may be reinstated by the pension 
board, provided that the given COLA does not reduce 
the funding level below 85%

Pension Changes: New Hires
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Increase employee contribution from 11% to 12%


 

Establish 41-year minimum retirement age


 

Reduce disability pension from 60% of pay to 50% with 
current scale for catastrophic injuries



 

As actives retire, they receive no COLAs for five years or 
until age 50, whichever is sooner



 

Increase line-of-duty death benefit from 60% to 75%

Cont’d…

Pension Changes: Actives
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Cost of Living Adjustments



 

If the fund exceeds 85% funding level, the COLA rate of 
between 2% and 5% may be reinstated by the pension 
board, provided that the given COLA does not reduce 
the funding level below 85%

Pension Changes: Actives
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Cost of Living Adjustments



 

If the fund exceeds 85% funding level, the COLA rate of 
between 2% and 5% may be reinstated by the pension 
board, provided that the given COLA does not reduce 
the funding level below 85%

Pension Changes: Retirees
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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$39.8

More money from LFUCG

$30.8

$21.8

M
ill

io
ns

Save $14M a year

$11.0

Debt service

$9M in 
new 
LFUCG 
money

$44.8

$5.0$5.0

Annual Required Contribution + Debt Service

Cash payments
$20.0
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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The unfunded liability

$296 Million

$258
Million
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The unfunded liability

$296 Million

$258
Million

Why?

According to PFM:
•Past underfunding by city
•Investment losses (2008 market crash)
•Retirees living longer
•Plan benefit changes
•Wage increases beyond growth assumptions
•COLAs granted despite underfunding
•COLAs only partially funded
•Lowered assumed rate of return from 8% to 
7.5% 

* Disabilities were not among the major cost 
drives 

Why?

According to PFM:
•Past underfunding by city
•Investment losses (2008 market crash)
•Retirees living longer
•Plan benefit changes
•Wage increases beyond growth assumptions
•COLAs granted despite underfunding
•COLAs only partially funded
•Lowered assumed rate of return from 8% to 
7.5%

* Disabilities were not among the major cost 
drives
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The unfunded liability

Before: 
Unsustainable

After: Sustainable,
affordable
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The unfunded liability

$296 Million

$258
Million

$161 Million

$0
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The unfunded liability

64% funded

77% funded
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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Annual payment schedule
M

ill
io

ns

Conservative “Level Dollar” method means predictable payments

Annual required contribution

Pension bond debt service
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Annual payment schedule
M

ill
io

ns

Conservative “Level Dollar” method means predictable payments

Annual required contribution

Pension bond debt service

Interest-only
payments

Interest-only
payments

Principle and interest paymentsPrinciple and interest payments
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In KRS, LFUCG must pay at least $20 million per year to 
the police and fire pension

LFUCG Commitment
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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Bonding limit avoided



 

With the $34 million pension bond budgeted for this year, Lexington 
had been scheduled to exceed the threshold recommended by 
ratings agencies



 

With this agreement, no bond will need to be issued



 

Preliminary feedback from ratings agencies is very positive
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The big picture

Lexington’s Police and Fire pension system had spiraled out of control

But pension benefit changes + guarantee of more money from the city

took the unfunded liability from $296M to $161M

which lowered the city’s annual payment to an affordable amount

enabling the city to pay down the liability over the next 30 years

(with no more bonding)

which makes the fund sustainable and affordable, while maintaining a 
dignified, guaranteed retirement for policemen and firefighters.
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Employers hold all the market risk with defined benefit plans


 

Assumed rate of return: 7.5%


 

In last 17.5 years, for which we have records, rate of return has 
been 8.125%, but past performance does not guarantee future 
results



 

Losses and gains are smoothed over the rest of the amortization, 
which can make payments more volatile in later years



 

GASB changes


 

Disability issue improved; more work needs to be done


 

Vesting options a likely addition to the plan

Things to think about
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Questions?
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